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The MACS system can be easily assembled using the instructions found in this section.
The instructions should be read before attempting to assemble the system to prevent

damage to the system. Particular care must be taken to NEVER insert or remove the
program cartridge while the keyboard power is ON.
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TO ASSEMBLE THE MACS SYSTEM.

CAU IN

MAKE SURE ALL EQUIPMENT IS TURNED OFF
BEFORE PROCEEDING OR DAMAGE TO
EQUIPMENT WILL RESULT.

MONITOR

FRONT IPOWER SIC
SW.ITCHI
OUT.OEF

If your system contains a POWER SUPPL.Y BO
switched power supply box,
pies.. note that the power switchIsaon thefront. If there sino
power when the switch Is In the
ON position. check the fuse foundFRN
In the back of the box.
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STEP___1__UNPACK____EQUIPMENT__

Unpcktheeqipent caeuly

Eac sey stemdshomuter haetefloinopnns

*~~~ MAScrMig

*~~.... Powe suplxoxT:ME

MAC M77 Slewih igt e

1.. ... .. ..



STE 2 QIMN £LCMN

*All equipment should be placed on a firm, steady surface.
*Sandbags are required for supported position.
Computer equipment should be located near a three-pronged receptacle.

*MACS M 16 rifle should be aimed at monitor.
*Place monitor exactly r'6" from light pen.
*NOTE: Mark distance on connector cord.
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MAKE SURE ALL EQUIPMENT IS TURNED OFF
BEFORE PROCEEDING OR DAMAGE TO
EQUIPMENT WILL RESULT.

Insert MACS cartridge (label up) into slot in back of keyboard.
Use firm steady pressure, gently rocking cartridge left and right.

* Cartridge is firmly seated when it can no longer be rocked.

KEYBOARD

REAR

SOVIPI

MACS CARTRIDGE
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COMMODORE MONITOR (1802)
* Plug cable jacks into rear of monitor.

* Sockets and cable jacks are color-coded
* Jacks must be plugged in correct sockets for program to run correctly.

* With notch in twelve o'clock position, plug other end of color-coded cable into
left-hand port as you face rear of keyboard.

* Set position of controls on front of monitor:
* Brightness and tint to detent
* Color and contrast to maximum

tCOMMODOREt

MODEL 1802

REARA
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STP4 COLO-COE CABL WIT JACKS

HITACHI MONITOR
* Plug cable jacks into rear of monitor.

Sockets and cable jacks are designated 1 and 2.
• IGNORE COLOR OF SOCKETS and JACKS!
* IGNORE EXTRA JACKS!
* Jacks must be plugged in correct sockets for program to run correctly.

* Set rear switch to NTSC.
* With notch in twelve o'clock position, plug other end of color-coded cable

into left-hand port, as you face the rear of keyboard.

WITHTJACKS

REREM

1-8
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* Plug terminal connection (from power supply box) into keyboard power socket.
As you face the keyboard, socket is found on right hand side next
to the off-on switch.

1E-BOA9D

POWER SUPPLY BOX RIGHT OIDE

ONPOE
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Plug MACS M16 rifle light pen cable into control port 1 slot found on
right-hand side of keyboard.

PLUG ONLY FITS ONE WAY!

#MAC5 Wh1 Ri1t
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Plug in three-pronged AC power cord from power supply box.
Use of a surge protector power strip is strongly recommended.
Plug in monitor power cord.
Monitor power cord is found on bottom rear of monitor.

LIONTOA
REAR

pOWER STINP

POWER SUPPLY BOX



Turn on components of system in following order.

1. Computer: switch located on right side of keyboard
2. Monitor: switch located on bottom right front

Commodore (Model 1802)
* Adjust BRIGHT and TINT to halfway between maximum and

minimum (detent).
* Adjust COLOR and CONTRAST to maximum.
* Adjust VOLUME to halfway.

Hitachi
* Adjust BRIGHT and CONTRAST to maximum (clockwise).
* Adjust VOLUME and COLOR to detent.

MONTOR

RIGHT WDE "

ON
POWERF
SWIqTCH

SWITCH
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The MAC Welcom Scee shul apea 0n 0oonihsud
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WELCOME 

TO 
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The MACS system light pen mount occasionally may need to be realigned. The only
tool needed is an allen wrench (9/64" for demilitarized rifle or 7/64" for M16 replica rifle).

Older MACS systems have an adjustable focal ring on the light pen. An incorrect gap is
the most frequent and easily corrected problem if the light pen is not reading the com-
puter screen (detected by a purple border). On these systems, always check to ensure
the gap between the focal ring and light pen barrel is approximately 5/8". before at-
tempting to adjust the light pen mount.

Detailed instructions for adjusting the light pen mount are provided in section 2 of this
guide.
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BEFORE PROCEEDING WITH ALIGNMENT OF LIGHT PEN MOUNT
* Place rifle 7'6" from screen.
* Turn on computer.
* The MACS Welcome Screen will appear.
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•Type LP at MACS welcome screen or;
•Press 9 to enter MACS menu.

* Type letters LP then RETURN to start light pen mount alignment program.
* Aim at center of blue cross and pull trigger.
* While holding rifle steady look over sight.

- If light pen mount alignment is correct, O.K. will appear on the screen
and black dot will appear in rectangle.

* Go to STEP 3.

M1G#( PEN MOUMT AIGNMENT
SCREEN FOR MACS SYSTEM

in./

BLUE
S.............................

S.................. °..........

UGH2 PEN MOUNT
ALGNEN RECTANGLE
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IF BLC DO IS NO IN0 ALGMNECAGEAD..DE

NO APPEA LIGH PE MON NED ADJSMET GO TOSEP2

LIGHT PEN MOUNT ALIGNMENT
SCREEN FOR MACS SYSTEM

.. .. ... ... ... ... ...

INCORRECT
ADIUSTIEN
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For light pen mount adjustment two people are recommended
unless a vise is available to hold rifle securely.

For light pens with adjustable focal rings:
. Ensure gap between focal ring and light pen barrel is 5/8".

Loosen screws on light pen mount.
* 9/64" for demilitarized M16 rifle.
* 7/64" for replica M 16 rifle.

Holding rifle securely, aim rifle at center of blue cross.
Adjust light pen mount to move black dot into rectangle.
When O.K. appears, tighten screws on light pen mount.
If this does not work; see trouble shooting in section 5.

LOOSEN TWO
FRONT SCREWS

TD(ON EACH SIDE)
RIGHT SIDE */S8

E'- GAP

To Ad just 4
Elevation FOCAL

LIGHT PEN BARREL RING

UNDERNEATH

LOOSENSCREW LOOSEN SCREW

To Adjust -
Windage

LOOSEN SCREW LOOSEN SCREW
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STE 3 PEFR LIGH PE TR CKN TES

Look over the rifle sights at the monitor screen.
Aim rifle toward different points on screen.

BLACK DOT FOLLOW=N

RIFLE UGNY PEN MOVEMENTN

S.. XR*O 3 -

0.07



LIGH PENMOUN ALINMEN IS ORR CTWHEN:,
O.K. APPEAS ONSSCREE

BLC DOT APER IN RECTANGLE

C "T

S~. AW AE CV

2it
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MACS system is a low-cost, part-task weapons trainer that has been validated as a teaching
device with entry-level soldiers. The system may be used for basic, preparatory, sustainment,
and remedial training.

The MACS system has four parts:

1. An M16 demilitarized or replica rifle with a light pen attached to the barrel;
2. A Commodore 64 computer;
3. A computer monitor; and
4. The BRM software cartridge designed for use with the M16 rifle.

MACS allows soldiers to practice Basic Rifle Marksmanship (BRM) skills by firing at targets at
scaled ranges displayed on a computer screen. Diagnostic feedback is provided on the screen.

The program written for the MACS system provides part-task training in BRM. A skill test is
followed by a main program which has nine increasingly more difficult levels of training. Stationary
targets at ranges between 50 and 300 meters are presented at varying time intervals depending
on the level being practiced. Specific performance standards are set for each level, and are
incorporated into the program. Upon completion of a level, the shooter's performance is evaluated
against these standards.

Depending on performance the shooter may:

1. Advance to the next level;
2. Stay at the same level; or
3. Be sent back one level.

The MACS BRM program is specifically designed to 'elp the average and below average shooter,
and does this in two ways:

* First, It provides the shooter with more feedback than can be
obtained from live fire on a range.

* Second, because the rifle has no flash, recoil, or cartridge ejection system,
it allows the shooter to develop the psycho-motor skills needed to achieve
steady position, correct aiming, breath control, and control of the weapon
at trigger closure, without having to overcome the Instinct to flinch or blink
when a weapon is fired.

MACS provides additional flexibility, allowing the instructor to go directly to any level using the
MENU. Other OPTIONS include introducing wind of different speeds and directions into any of
the nine levels, and a "call your shot routine. A list of options and menu Instructions are
found in section 4.
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The MACS system software is largely self-explanatory, but assumes the presence of an
instructor. it is designed to enable a sergeant to train a squad. On-screen diagnostic feedback
is provided to the shooter, which helps the instructor in identifying problems, and recommending
corrective action...

At the first four levels, shot-by-shot feedback is provided:

Steady position
Breath control
Aiming
Trigger squeeze
Shot location
Replay of sight picture

At all levels summary feedback is provided:

* Single target shot groups for each range.
* Average diagnostic scores or a summary of shots is presented at the end of

each level.

The type of feedback provided at each level of difficulty Is summarized beginning on
page 3-17.

The MACS BRM program has incorporated features to enable a single instructor to monitor the
progress of several soldiers at the same time (with multiple systems). Standards embedded in
the program determine the shooter's progress from level to level.

The color of the screen border changes to draw the instructor's attention to any soldier having
difficulty. The colors of the borders indicate the soldier's status:

* BLACK - Making satisfactory progress.
* RED - Reflring somtargets at a particular range, or a part of a level
* BLUE - Retiring an entire leveL
* YELLOW - Has been sent back one leveL
* PURPLE - Aiming off the screen, or light pen not reading.

Information on the soldiers progress is included in the upper left corner of the screen.

* L - Level being shot.
* T - Target being shot within a level.
* R - Number of retires within a level.

Before using the MACS system as a teaching device with soldiers, the instructor should read the
MACS Trainers Guide and shoot the entire program several times.
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MACS WELCOME SCREEN

WELCOME TO THE First screen of MACS BRM program.

Mm •Adjust volume.

Pull trigger to begin program.

* or

___ Press (• key to access

MACS program menu (see section 4).

NOTE: (D on keyboard will
4 fudmetl of

substitute for trigger pull on screens not
rifle marksmanship showing targets.
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ESTABLISH SHOT GROUP

~~ It is imp~ortanlt to get a good shot
~ group.

::::;::~~t~Targets are at 250 m.

--- NOTE: Ac~stment of buightness or
contrast after establishing shot
group changes system calibration
(firer must rezero).

SHOOTING INSTRUCTIONS

Fir on 0ho e The next three shots establish shot
grow-.

(P01 tr-i-or t hew))NOTE: Pulling rifle trigger sends signal
to computer to continue.
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FIRE SHOT GROUP

Soldier fires one shot at each of
three targets.

NOTE: Puple border appears when
light pen is not aimed at screen.

SHOT GROUP SUMMARY SCREEN

STEADY ', GODe •Shot bcations pictured on target

BREATH CON. OK0 Feedback for three shots summarized.

iTlRIGGER SQ. AVERAGE Good shot group calibrates system.

An invalid shot group is one in which one or
more shots hit outside a rectangular area
(not seen by the shooter) which is the same
size as the light pen mount alignment rectangle
shown on the next page.
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IF SEON SHO GROU IS INVLID

_ If econd shot group Is Invalid:

or Press on Keyboard to start light pen
check light.. pmount alignment program.

NOTE: See section 2 for instructions on
aligning the light pen mount.

* Follow directions for alignment

Following alignment the program will return to
WELCOME TO MACS screen.

IF SO O S

* Pull trigger when selected answer
, om (YES or NO) is enlarged.

ly fo a • If YES:
tigr gr.-up?' 7Ref'ire shot group.

Yes If NO:
Initial skill test criteria determine
starting level.
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To pass each skill test two GOOD ratings and two EXCELLENT ratings
must be earned on measures of shot location, steady position, aiming, and
trigger squeeze.

* Program starts at Level 1.
L See page 3-12.

Int ,od ,_tio IIi Sup-9
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* Skill test is oontined.
N~xt three shots help Soldier fires one shot as each of three targets is

ded srt l. presented from an unsupppoted firing position.

I Program]stats at Level 2

3-1

i • Program starts at Level 2.
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* Skill test is continued.
Y 3 shots fired at timed targets in supported position

Nov try to determine starting level for better shooters.

Timed targets at 100, 250, and 300 m are
presented.

* Program starts at Level 3.

NOTE: If criteria are met, three shots are then fired
from the unsupported position. Program can begin at
Level 4 or Level 5 depending on results of this skill test.
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LEVEL 1

ILEVEL First firing level in BRM program.

;P l triggera to con-imluv

TARGET RANGES

* Targets at each range are illustrated.

SHOT LOCATION STANDARDS

* The shooter must hit center of mass for
shot location to be graded excellent.
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SHOOTING INSTRUCTIONS

Targets u.time -• Untimed targets.
Sta ard 2 of 3 Hit 2 of 3 at each distance.

at e d e • Supported position.
* First three targets are at 50 meters.

(Pu ,*ll [O trge tbein

TARGET SCREENS

• Three target screens are presented.

Feedback screens follow each taroet
presentation.

--.-- indicates bullet strike.

* HIT or MISS appears in lower left
comer of screen.

NOTE: In the upper left comer of the
screen:
SL=-Level being shot.
* T=Target being shot within a level.
* R=Number of refires within a level.
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SJJcorrect sight placement (black).

I AIMING GOoD•,W your sight placement (white).

* Each shot is followed by a replay of the sight
STEADY.• P -GOODplacement of the shooter compared to the correct
AiroING G. •sight placement, and bullet strike.

TG•S•r=•R•G•.] m~mr•Shooters sight placement in moments before bullet
SH-T.O. AVERAGE;: strike (white) is superimposed over correct sight

placement (black).
_The shot can be replayed as many times as necessary.

• PULL TRIGGER TO CONTINUE to next target screen.
STEADY=,;- P ,S,, Bullet strike is displayed on target.

NOTE: For an explanation of MACS Feedback turn to
4 0page 3-17.
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3 ROUND SHOT GROUP

.Target and feedback screens
repeated for 100. 150, 200,
250, and 300 m targets.

• Shot group displayed on target at
each range.

* These screens can be analyzed as if
shots were fired at a known distance
(KD) range.

* Must hit 2 of 3 targets to meet
standard.

Trainer should assist the soldier by performing a shot group analysis, & give corrective action.

For example, the soldier's shot group at 100m is centered horizontally, but is too high.
Corrective action: explain adjusted aiming point.

Repeats presentation of target and feedback screens
for each of the 3 shots.

Y 3 round shot group is displayed for the range.

Prepare t NOTE: Red border appears during refire of a range.

This screen appears following refire at a specified
range.
Border color will return to black as program continues.
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It standard is mnet the shooter goes on
SUMMAY LEEL 1to Level 2.

Aimie bodrVElRpeaAuinGeEr o lvl

Ylelo border will appear iurshootefre hfas regresse

from a higher level.

hcc~w~ one16



Level 1. Inrduto to Supre Poito

Summary description

* No time limit.
* Supported position.
* Single-target presentations.
* Eighteen targets presented, three targets at each of six ranges.
* Targets engaged in order of range: 50, 100, 150, 200, 250, and 300 m.

Feedback

* Words HIT or MISS appear on screen for each shot.
• Cross hair appears on screen to show bullet strike.
* Diagnostics and replay are shown after each shot.
* Screen shows 3 rounds on single target after each group of three shots.
* Summary screen at end of level shows average diagnostic scores.

Standards

* Two hits out of three shots at each range within level. Failure to meet standard at
a given range results in immediate refire of 3 more targets at that range. Refires
continue until standard is met.
Retire of level is required if any score on summary screen is BELOW AVERAGE
or POOR.

* Breath control is rated OK or CHECK. These ratings are tied to the steady
position score.

Identical to Level 1, with these exceptions:

•It is fired in the unsupported position.

Shooter is regressed a level if any 2 scores on summary screen are

POOR.
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Lee 3 .Tie Taret in Supr ed Poito

Summary description

* Time limit approximately 1 1/3 times that of record fire.
* Supported position.
* Single target presentations.
* Twenty-four targets in random sequence (four presentations per range).

Feedback

* Cross hair appears on screen to show bullet strike.
* For a hit, target disappears immediately after bullet strike is shown.
* Diagnostics and replay are shown after bad shots only. Criteria for bad shot is a

POOR for any score or a BELOW AVERAGE for shot location.
* Audible tone when target exposure time lmit has expired.
• Summary screen at end of level showing average diagnostic scores.
* Summary screens showing four shots at each range on single targets.

Standards

* Three hits out of four shots at each range within level. For each range at
which this standard is not met, a refire of four targets at each of those
ranges Is required. Retires continue until standard is met.

* Retire of level is required if any score on summary screen is BELOW
AVERAGE or POOR.

* Shooter is regressed a level i any two scores on summary screen are
POOR.

Identical to Level 3, with these exceptions:

* Level 4 is tired in the unsupported position.
* Standard is lower. Three hits out of four shots at 50, 100, 150, and

200 m, and two hits out of four shots at 250 m and 300 m.
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Level 5. PrcieRcodFr

Summary description

* Time limit same as for record fire.
* Supported and unsupported positions.
* Single or double presentations.
* Targets presented in random sequence.
* 20 targets fired supported, then 20 fired unsupported.

Feedback

* Cross hair appears on screen to show bullet strike.
* For a hit, target disappears after bullet strike is shown.
* Audible tone when target exposure time limit has expired.
* OUT OF AMMO appears on screen when 20 shots have been fired.

Interim summary of performance (hits, misses, and no fires) and shot location
score given at end of each position and final summary at end of course of fire.

* Summary screens showing shots at each range on a single target at end
of supported position and at end of unsupported position.

* Overall performance is graded Expert (36-40), Sharpshooter (30-35), Marksman
(23-29), or Unqualified (0-22).

Standards

Fifteen hits out of 20 shots in both supported and unsupported positions.
Refire of position if standard not met.
On double target exposures, a penalty is recorded if furthest target is
engaged first (a penalty indicates a tactical error, but does not reduce the total
number of hits).
Regress one level for shot location score of POOR. Stay at
same level for mean shot location score of BELOW AVERAGE. Otherwise pass.

Identical to Level 5, with the exception that the cross hair showing bullet strike appears

only after misses. Target disappears when hit.
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Summary description

T lime limit same as actual live-fire qualification course.
* Supported and unsupported positions.
* Single or double presentations.
* Targets presented in random sequence.
* 20 targets fired supported, then 20 fired unsupported.

Feedback

* Targets disappear when hit.
* OUT OF AMMO appears on screen when 20 shots have been fired.
* Audible tone when target exposure time kiit has expired.
* Cross hairs showing bullet strike for misses on refires only.

i Interim summary of performance (hits, misses, and no fires) and shot location
score given at end of each position and final summary at end of course of fire.

* Summary screens showing shots at each range on a single target at end of
supported position and at end of unsupported position.

* Overall performance is graded Expert (36-40), Sharpshooter (30-35), Marksman
(23-29), or Unqualified (0-22).

Standards

SFifteen hits out of 20 shots in both supported and unsupported positions.
Refire of position if standard not met.

* On double target exposures, a penalty is recorded if furthest target is
engaged first.

* Regress one level for average shot location score of POOR. Stay at same
level for mean shot llocation score of BELOW AVERAGE. Otherwise pass.

Identical with Level 7, except that the exposure times of targets are 2/3 of those used in
record fire.
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Summary description

T lime limits variable, dependent on number of targets presented.
* Supported and unsupported positions..
* Single, double, and multiple presentations.

Eighty targets in two attack/retreat scenarios each of 40 targets. First
scenario is fired supported and second unsupported.

Feedback

• Targets disappear when hit.
* OUT OF AMMO appears on screen when 40 shots have been fired.
* Cross hairs showing bullet strike for misses on refires only.
* Summary of shot location (hits, misses, and no fires) given at end of

supported position and at end of unsupported position.
* Summary screens showing shots at each range on a single target at end

of supported position and at end of unsupported position.
* Performance graded as Expert (36-40), Sharpshooter (30-.35), Marksman

(23-29), or Unqualified (0-22).

Standard

* Twenty-three hits out of 40 shots in both supported and unsupported
positions. Refire of position if standard not met.
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* At the end of Level 9, combat fire, high scorers may
enter initials for display on high score screen. The
high score screen will altemate with the MACS

welcome screen until computer is turned off.

* Alternates with MACS welcome screen
SActivated after shooter fires high score on Level 9.

17 J~z M B ai

1 

0

Calll instructor.
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The following charts prove a summary of the MACS 8AM Cartridge.
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The MACS Menu provides flexibility for the instructor using the MACS program.

To access the MACS program menu, press the key:

* At the Welcome to MACS screen.
* At any Level screen.
* Repeatedly during a level when a target is on the screen.

Instructions for using the MACS menu options are on the pages listed below.

0ind0S000d: 0*mp
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* Permits instructor to set levels before students arrive.

Choose level option Select letter & press RETURN
? L

Enter starting level Select number & press RETURN
Start level (1-9)? 4

Enter final level Select number & press RETURN
Final level (4-9)? 9

Begin program Select letter & press RETURN
? G

* Program returns to Establish Shot Group screen.
* Used when one firer has completed firing and a new firer takes over.

-* Select letter & press RETURN
?N

•Sets all targets in Level 1 to 250m.

-) Select letter & press RETURN
?EZ

* Returns user to starting or previous level.

- Select letter & press RETURN
?G
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I 
m *

Enter:

NOTE: The "Call Your Shot" option
.• [•works with Levels 1 and 2 only.

CALL YOUR SHOT

location after the trigger is pulled.3* CALL YOUR SHOT appears on the

bottom of the screen.

II T,,,lT,,,-P

IId P-W.-

* When time expires crosshairs appear" N on target showing shot location.
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5*Enter~ to select wind.

Pfto seec win~ speed.

WIND DFFECTSO

Typ a umer 1-) fr wndsped:Enter orI~o(j

3: 0 PHto select wind sedieto.

WIN DIRECTy IwdhONr

/Jn 2 Elfects.fomIi~~ ah

Type ~~~ a numbe (1-8)e from widdreto:ne to r

1: Directly gok thoote

/ : 6 T*er shockv er %fro tiIo AwI

3: 7 Ovsly lmmn Wtto 64M

8: 9sh.kd shoote froem righ to Wt
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* Now return to skill level.

SEnter to return to skill level.

* Title screen for selected level will
RP P appear next.

WIND

* The correct offset is illustrated for
targets at three distances.

* The offset changes with each wind
effect.

NOTE: Wind speed and direction will
remain in effect unless program is
restarted, or new wind speed and
direction are entered using the menu.

TARGET SCREEN

Wind speed and direction are shown
in upper right-hand comer of screen.
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The sight and grouping program is designed to teach
and test the basic skills of sight alignment, aiming,
and shot grouping to the novice marksman.

Basics of •The sight and grouping program has three parts:
Ai•ing 1. Sight alignment program.

2. Aiming program.
3. Grouping program.
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G N P

. LOCATION OF SIGHTS

Front sight.
* Rear sight aperture.

DEFINITION OF SIGHT
ALIGNMENT
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SIGHT ALIGNMENT

Part 1:
r Tip of front sight post 1
is placed in center of rear sight aperture. 0

Part 2:
S Center of rear sight aperture is designated by red cross.

Part 3:
* Complete demonstration screen.
* Sequence returns to Part I unless trigger is pulled.
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TEST INFORMATION SCREEN

Tests ability to identify correct sight alignment.
* Must correctly identify three sight pictures in a row to

pass test.

TEST SCREEN

Front and rear sights pictured.
YES and NO alternately appear in large (boldface) type.
Select answer by pulling trigger when choice appears
in large (boldface) type.
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INCORRECT RESPONSE
FEEDBACK

*Red border appears.
*Red cross designates correct
placement of front sight in rear aperture.

*Error is described.

EXAMPLE

*Red border appears.
*Red cross designates correct
placement of front sight in rear aperture.

*Error is described.

CORRECT RESPONSE
FEEDBACK

~ i.. . ~ ',You are correct.
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... Deflnil~on

~Proper aiming is aligning sights with target.

EXPLANATION

Part 1:
* Cross hairs designate center of mass of target.

Part 2:
* Correct sight alignment is placed at center of mass.

Part 3:
Cross hairs are removed.

* Correct sight alignment shown at center of mass.
Sequence returns to Part 1 unless trigger is pulled.
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AIMING TEST

AIMING SKILL TEST

Tests ability to identity correct sight picture.
Must correctly identity three sight
pictures in a row to pass test.

TEST SCREEN

YES and NO alternately appear in large (boldface)
type.

------- ----- Select answer by pulling trigger when choice appears
in large (boldface) type.
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E± TiI I'

INCORRECT RESPONSE
FEEDBACK

Red border appears.
• Red cross designates center of mass

of the target.
* Error is described.

CORRECT RESPONSE
FEEDBACK

* You are correct.

AFTER THREE CORRECT
RESPONSES IN A ROW:

• Next set of screens test ability to identify

correct sight alignment and sight picture.

/
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ADVANCED AIMING SKILL TEST

•Tests ability to identify correct sight alignment and sight
picture.

. . . . . YES and NO alternately appear in large (boldface) type.
•Select answer by pulling trigger when choice appears

in large (boldface) type.

Must correctly identify three in a row to exit test.

INCORRECT RESPONSE
FEEDBACK

* Red border appears.
* Red cross designates center of mass

of the target.
* Error is described.

CORRECT RESPONSE
FEEDBACK

* You are correct.
* Front and rear sights are aligned

correctly.
* Front sight is placed on center of mass

of target.
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AFTER THREE CORRECT
RESPONSES IN A ROW:

• End of Aiming Program.
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GRUPN PROGRAM

STATEMENT OF IMPORTANCE

~ light shot groups indicate correct application of the four
fundamentals of marksmanship.

*Steady position

*Breath control
*Trigger squeeze

Tight Shot group: G O P
shots hit

close together

TIGHT SHOT GROUP

*Shots fit in 4 cm circle.

* TIGHT

(Pull TAGGER to coniitnue)

LARGE SHOT GROUP

LArge Shot group: Shots do not fit in 4 cm circle.
shots hit

(PulltAGGR tocm ~ Jills
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_ ___ Part 1:
lgMht Sh otoup 3 shots hit close together.

Rto In 4omn clwi.

Part 2:
T SW GroupCircle appears around shot group.FIt. In 4c~m cIk~iI

Part3:
T Shot Gr up. Shot group moves to center of target.
FIU In 4cm liM.

One shot missed target.
Fire another shot group.
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_...._SHOT GROUP SKILL TEST
In this alight
SI•gdoup? Tests recognition of tight shot group.

• YES and NO alternately appear in large (boldface)
type.

* Select answer by pulling trigger when choice appears
in large (boldface) type.

* Must correctly identify three in a row to pass test.
YES No

INCORRECT RESPONSE

* Red border appears.
Scaled, 4 cm circle moves to middle of shot group.

* Error is described.

pi mb mamm

CORRECT RESPONSE

* You are correct.

YES coff~c
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AFTER THREE CORRECT
RESPONSES IN A ROW

* Standards met.

END OF PROGRAM

* Select choice by pulling trigger when
arrow points to desired response.
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PROBLEM SOLUTION

Computer will not come on. Ensure power cords are plugged in.

Ensure all power switches are turned on.

Use a different outlet.

Program does not start. Turn off all power switches.

Take out and reinsert BRM cartridge.

Turn on all power switches.

Ensure shift lock key on keyboard is in UP
position.

No sound. Adjust volume control on monitor.

Recheck cable connections.

Light pen does not work Check 5/8" gap on focal ring, if applicable.
(purple border appears or
light pen fails tracking test Recheck cable connections.
as described on page 2-7).

Check distance to monitor screen.
(Should be 76*).

Increase monitor brightness and/or contrast.

Turn off computer.
Restart system.

Let monitor warm up.
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No picture. Adjust BRIGHT to maximum (clockwise).
(BRIGHT knob is )loaed behind the panel

at the front of the monitor).

Tum off all power switches.
Recheck cable connections.

No picture. Adjust BRIGHT to maximum (clockwise).
(BRT knob is located along the lower
edge of the monitor at the front.)

Turn off all power switches.
Recheck cable connections.

Ensure rear switch on back of
monitor is set to NTSC.
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Broom, J. M., Champion, D. F., Greene, W. H., Martere, R. F., Purvis, J. W. ,& Sills,
E. G. (1989). Multioumose arcade combat simulator (MACS) basic rifle
marksmanship (BRM) program. (ARI Research Report 90-01). Alexandria,
VA: U. S. Army Research Institute for the Behavioral and Social Sciences.

This research report provides a more detailed discussion of the rationale behind the
instructional design, standards, and feedback contained in the MACS BRM program.

Evans, K. L. (1988). Develooment and evaluation of the multipurpose arcade combat
simulator: A research summary (ARI Research Report 1488). Alexandria,
VA: U. S. Army Research Institute for the Behavioral and Social Sciences.

Available from the Defense Technical Information Center order no. AD-B 130 099.

This research report summarizes the results of over 20 developmental hardware
tests, training and cost effectiveness evaluations, and informal field investigations
conducted since 1982. Benefits associated with MACS training used in conjunction
with standard training appear to be increased performance, fewer failures to meet
performance standards, significantly lower expenditures of ammunition, improved
performance feedback, and greater soldier interest.

Heller, F. H. & Evans, K. L. (1989). Joint service multiurMose arcade combat
simulator (JMACS) user guide (ARI Research Product 89-23). Alexandria,
VA: U. S. Army Research Institute for the Behavioral and Social Sciences.

This research product presents information on system assembly, operation, and
troubleshooting of the JMACS hardware. Features of the JMACS training software
and associated performance standards are also described. The MACS BRM soft-
ware described in the Trainesuide and the report by Broom and associates (1989)
has replaced the JMACS training software throughout the services. The updated
software is available from the Training Support Center, Fort Benning, Georgia.
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The ability to hit moving targets on the battlefield is recognized as a high-priority combat task.
During the past 100 years, several attempts have been made to conduct moving target
training, but many conpicating faors have always prevented it from becoming a formal part
of the Amy's rifle ma11 ma program. Dudng the past few years, linmed training on the
engagement of moving targets has been pVeseind o 11B and 11 M Infantry soldiers under-
going One Station Unit Training at Fod Benrin, Georgia, using the Anry's only operational
moving target ranges. Most leaders and traners have not received instrucon or practice on
the engagement of moving targets.

The MACS Moving Target Progran has been developed so that al soldiers who have access
to a Commodore MACS system may receive trainng and practice on the engagement of
moving targets. While every attempt should be made to practice on a live fire range, exten-
sive use of the MACS Moving Target Program will improve the ability of most soldiers to hit
moving combat targets.

Guidance on moving target training is contained in FM 23-9, M16A1 and M16A2 Rifle Marks-
manship. A somewhat more detailed discussion of moving target training is contained in FC
23-11, Unit Rifle Marksmanei Training Guide. Given the current state of moving target
training, the MACS Moving Target Program includes detailed instructional material which will
allow a soldier to learn with minimum supervision. The MACS Moving Target instruction is
compatible with the above references but it represents a refinement and enhancement of pre-
viously available instructional material.

The Weaponeer Marksmanship Trainer and Firearms Training System are devices with
moving target capabilities. These are very effective; however, they are currently available in
limited numbems. The ranges throughout the Army which include moving rifle targets are very
limited in numbers and wl normally not be available for the conduct of effective moving
target training. Acconrigly, the only moving target training available to most soldiers will be
the MACS Moving Target Program. For any existing Commodore MACS system, all that is
needed is a moving target cartridge which may be obtained from the Training Support Center
at Fort Benning.

Moving Target Training should be an integral part of every marksmanship program. The in-
stnJctional portion of MACS may be presented to several soldiers at once, but each soldier
should be provided at least one hour to progress through the entire program, with opportuni-
ties to repeat the training as often as possible.

O O AC TA

The MACS Moving Target Program is designed for a soldier who has completed Basic Rifle
Marksmanship (BRM) training. As a minimum, anyone firing the moving target program
should first complete the BRM MACS program.

The initial requirement is to zero the rifle. This procedure electronically zeros the rifle by
taking an average of three shots fired and placing the center of the shot group at target
center. If less than an excellent shot group is obtained, the soldier will be given an option to
shoot for a better zero.
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Following zero, the soldier is given an option to view moving target instruction or move
directly to firing exercises. All soldiers who are new to moving target training should view the
instruction. The instruction-is-designed to provide an understanding of why lead is required
on moving targets. Several examples of correct target leads are presented and the soldier is
taught how to use a single lead rule which will hit most high-pity combat targets.

The MACS Moving Target Program is organized in 10 levels of training and practice as
follows:

Level 1 is a Tracking Exercise. Tracking is explained and demonstrated and the soldier
is required to demonstrate good trackdng techniques before advancing.

Level 2 is a Trapping Exercise. The trapping technique is explained and demonstrated
and the soldier is required to use good trapping techniques before advancing.

Level 3 provides practice on a 60-meter target at lateral speeds of 1.5, 3, and 6 miles
per hour. On this and following levels, the soldier may use tracking or trapping to
engage targets. Soldiers wig be provided a separate evaluation on each technique and
will be able to determine which method works best. As with all levels, standards must
be met before advancing to the next level.

Levels 4, 5 and 6 are similar to Level 3, but provide practice at ranges of 75, 125, and
185 meters. A detailed performance feedback review is provided for each shot.

Level 7 is a free moving scenario of single targets, but it incorporates stationary targets
with moving targets. Detailed feedback is provided each time a target is missed and a
crosshair shows the location of all hits and misses.

Level 8 is an advanced scenario in that it inckles multiple exposures of stationary and
moving targets which are more difficult to engage. Additionally, this level provides
more bullets than targets, so targets that are missed may be engaged a second time.
On this level, no detailed feedback is provided and a crosshair is shown for misses
only.

Level 9 is a good primer for the Fort Benning Moving Target Range because the target
speeds, distance, and exposure times are similar. As on the range, no feedback is pro-
vided on shot performance.

Level 10 is the most complex scenario in that it includes short-exposure stationary
targets and unpredictable moving targets.

A soldier who successfully completes all ten levels of the MACS program is ready for the ex-
perience of a live-fire range.

At any time the MACS program is being used, the instructor or student may return to the
menu screen by pressing the RUN/STOP key one or more times. The menu screen allows
for movement directly to any level or the selection of several options.

The feedback provided allows an instructor to monitor several shooters and determine their,
progress. The color of the screen border changes to draw the instructors attention to any
soldier having difficulty. The colors of the-border indicate the soldier's status:
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* BLACK - Making b,.Jsfactory progress.
* RED - Refiring targets at a particular range.
* PURPLE - Aiming off the screen or fight pen not reading.

Information on the soldier's progress is included in the upper left corer of the screen.

L - Level being shoL
T - Target being shot within a level.
R - Number of refires within a level.

IFudnental

Steady Position Smooth Track Steady Position
Aiming Lead Lead
Breath Control Breath Control Breath Control
Trigger Squeeze Trigger Squeeze Trigger Pull

It should be noted that the four fundamentals of marksmanship learned durng the engage-
ment of stationary targets have been retained, in so far as possible, for theengagement of
moving targets. When !mdfIot moving targets, it Is important to develop a t , the
ability to move the rifle smoothly in concert with the target movement. The MACS evaluation
measures the consistency of the aiming point relative to target movement prior to firing. The
proper Wlad must be established and naintained. The lead score is a function of how close
the aiming point was to the proper lead point plior to firing. As with stationary targets,

rua.•ibJg must be momentarily stopped before firing. The MACS systmrn cannot measure
breathing; therefore, if the soldier maintains a smooth track on the target, it is assumed that
breathing is okay. If a smooth track is not maktaned, MACS feedback will indicate that
breathing should be checked as a possible problem, along with other factors.
SO lze continues to be the most important fundamental for the successful engagement of
targets. One advantage of tacking is that the trigger is squeezed, similar to a stationary
target engagement, so that the exact moment of firing(cannot be anticipated. A good trigger
squeeze should begin with pressure on the trigger so that final pressure can be applied
rapidly. It may take only a raction of a second to squeeze the trigger, but that is enough
time to prevent a flinch, which will probably result in a target miss. The trigger squeeze rating
is taken at the moment of firing, so a finch will be reflected in a low rating. When ]aXgiog
targets, a sta* poitil should be established in front of the target. This measure is similar
to the measurement of a steady position for the engagement of stationary targets. The same
target lbad must be applied. The MACS rating indicates how close the aiming point was to
the proper lead spot when the weapon was fired, Breath is measured the same for all
firings. Trigger pul is very inpodant for a successful trap. The trigger cannot be squeezed,
but it must be pulled so the soldier knows precisely when the rifle is going to shoot. This is a
disadvantage of the trapping technique because many soldiers will unconsciously react
(flinch) when they know the weapon is going to fire. The rifle must be held somewhat more
firmly and the trigger must be pulled without dubbin the lay of the weapon. The MACS
rating wil reflect any excessive movement during trgger pun.
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MACS MOVING NATGE TOORA TEQAENE

Introductory Screen of MACS
MACS OVIN TARETS Moving Target Program.

M Adljust volume so the rifle shot is at
the desired level.

A Make final adjustments to bright-

ness and contrast.

Rdu OWNge 10 beghi-

General overvie of instruction.

intuto an prcieo*

'Ho to ledmvn

tres

'A sinl. edrl

- This is an information screen for the
shooter.

zerol)-! The instructor or shooter may
L r;,,access fth program menu (page 6-
1 Tr.ckw~ Execi~c35) at any time by pressing

the key one or more

3 6ý n rlo iný; ~iri6



Each new shooter should fire the
zero program. This electronically
zeros the rifle to the shooter's
personal zero.

The zero target is a scaled 250-
meter target, which is the zero

range for the M16A1 rifle. The
M16A2 rifle is zeroed for 300
meters. which means it wig hit
farther above the point of aim at
ranges r,,! to 250 meters. For
example, shooting a 185-meter
target, the M16Al wifl hit about 2.9
inches above point of aim and the
M16A2 will hit about 5.6 inches

__above point of aim. However, this
small difference in the vertical place-
merit of builets should not limit the
benefit of this Moving Target
Program for soldiers armed with the

M AM1 6AZ because the lead require-
-ments are the same for both weap-

SPOT "-J•IWons.
IPOSITION The position used for zeroing should

be the same position the shooter
expects to use while firing the pro-

-Pull] trigge for- targeL gram.

No position requirements are stated
during the program. so available
support should be used to maximum
advantage. Trainers may eliminate
support or require firing from a
prone position to vary training.

* To establish zero, three, stationary,
untimed targets are presented.

• The shooter should fire one well-
aimed shot at each target.
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The Zero Summary Screen evalu-
ates the zero performance and

STEAD POS GOOD locates the shot group at target
AIMING center.

TRGER 0Note that "aiming' is not evaluated,
but for the rest of the program the

- -- evaluation of aiming is based on the
.zero obtained.

A good zero is important. If the shot
group is rated excellent, the shooter
will advance.

If the shot group is rated less than
excellent, the shooter is given a
choice to improve his zero by
shooting a tighter shot group.

t If YES is selected, the zero will be

e zrepeated.

1i NO is selected, the shooter will
advance.

An invalid shot group is one in which one or
Inv l al"so more shots hit outside a rectangular area (not

group seen by the shooter).
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If second shot group Is Invalid:

or Press on Keyboard to start light pen
mmount alignment program.

(seeq manual
NOTE: See section 2 for instructions on
aligning the light pen mount.

Follow directions for alignment.

Following alignment the program will return to
MACS MOVING TARGET Introductory Screen.

After zeroing, the shooter has the
option of beginning the firing exer-

M TARGE cises immediately or receiving
S .moving target instruction and

DEMONSTRATION idemonstration.

S The only personnel who should go
I directly to firing exercises are those

EXERCISE who have previously demonstrated
proficiency on the program.
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When a football receiver goes out
for a pass and makes a 90-degree

ccut across the field, it is very
Sa eobvious that the quarterback must
. 'aim the ball in front of the receiver

M .so the ball can be caught. The
same principle must be applied

- -,when shooting a bullet at a running
target. Even though the bullet

-...... leaves the rifle at over 2.000 miles
MINN. , per hour, a target moving at 6 miles

Without lead YO, -per hour will travel over 6 inches
185 meters while the bullet travels 60 meters,

6. mphlateraz I j I speedover 8 inches while the bullet travels
(Pull, Trigger tocontinue75 meters, 14 inches while the bullet

travels 125 meters, and over 22
inches while the bullet travels 185
meters. Therefore, the rifle must be
aimed in front of a moving target to

To h a i ng lateal ensure good target hits.

of t cetr T You will note that all targets on the
--- MACS Moving Target Program are

* ~moving at 9C degrees and a lateral
speed of 1.5, 3, or 6 mph. If a

•; :• • •' target is moving at 90 degrees to
the shooter, its lateral speed and its
true speed are the same. However,
if a target is running directly at the

With lead• o shooter, its lateral speed will be zero
"185 mes and it should be engaged as if it

were a stationary target. If the
(PullTriggertocontinue) target is at an angle of less than 90

degrees, the lead required will be
reduced. For example, a 7 mile per
hour target at a 35-degree angle
covers the same space, from the
shooter's point of view, as a 4 mile
per hour target at 90 degrees. In
other words, the three speeds used

,TheJ aon of-• on MACS represent a wide range of
center will possible speed and angle combina-

;n• ,the targetistions. To illustrate, the lead require-
ato, i away a.nd orments are the same for a 1.5 mile

laterally across per hour target at 90 degrees, a 3
your, front. mile per hour target at 30 degrees,

12 examples foa 4 mile per hour target at 20
degrees, a 6 mile per hour target at

(PulllTrigger lot12 exam;ples 15 degrees, and an 8 mile per hour
target at 10 degrees.

* Note that to obtain a dead center
._hit, a different aiming point must be
used for each speed and range.
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Since the examples move quickly.
the shooter is provided an option of

D yo~uJ want seeing them again.

12 examples Selecting YES will rerun the 12
examples, and selecting NO will

again? continue with the program.

Given that it is impossible to remem-
ber all of the various leads required
to obtain a dead center hit even if

of .This is .the 'I-,- .," :- -the speed, angle, and range of the
L..target could be determined, the

single lead rule will result in hitting
most high-priority combat targets.

For soldiers being introduced to the
engagement of moving targets, the
single lead rule should be taught.

A good zero results in the average
Notice how the-injle, lead rLIIC W~rkbulet strike being at the center of

ClmlyJShetaget I- the front sight post. Therefore,
m' (isfarherad Igr when the trailing edge of the sight

is placed at target center, the
perceived distance from the edge of
the sight to the center results in
lead.

Since the sight is perceived to cover
a very small portion of the target at
close range and a large portion at
more distant ranges, using this rule
results in the small amount of leadneeded for close targets and a
greater amount of lead which is
needed for more distant targets.
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F Eleven examples of the single lead
Iexamp•le of the rule are graphically shown (one after

another without a break) each show-
snl ld rule. ing where the bullet hits for the

soi wher the given range and target speed.
buldlet] willl hi the

• Note that the trailing edge of the
tre.i Remember to sight is placed at target center on all

putithe triing tip targets but that bullet strike varies
of the s post at somewhat from the center of the

center mass.- target.
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The lead rule examples in this
Guide have been placed on one
page so they may be reproduced
for closer study.

t While the single lead rule is the
appropriate starting point, assoldiers become more skilled, they
should modify the rule to put all
bullets as close to target center as
possibe.

The single lead rule will not work on
-A- ,distant targets with fast lateral

target To hit t! I mi'ili t s speed. These targets require more
mo]re lh•in'100 mor-,= ýi n~eJedn more Ilead.

Moving the trailing edge of the front
hes mi n hit •most cm, t •-sight out to the leading edge of the

mtarget To hit ,t .m'Al IDrg,31 target provided the additional lead
more thin100'm etersyou need rmreJ lead mneeded for this category of target.

I]n r Il m _ r" I d i a h6t
16 ill:'( rsB
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Instructional Levels 1 and 2 are
devoted to tracking and trapping.

PURPOSE

* Explanation of tracking.
T How to track.

* Tracking practice.

SUMMARY DESCRIPTION

Y 75 meter target at 3 miles per hour.

* Ten targets presented - Five moving from left to right and five moving right to left.

FEEDBACK

b Words HIT or MISS appear on screen eor each shot

* Cross hair appears on screen to show bullet strike.
h Replay after each shot.

( Shooter wig be corrected if nul&0 technique is used to engage targets.

STANDARDS

E Smooth track and proper lead (EXCELLENT or GOOD ratings) on 3 of 5 targets in
each direction.
T Ren re is required if a standard ls not me ri
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* On this level, the soldier is required
to use the tracking technique of
moving target engagement.

T he rackingExrie M

Whe using the tracking technique,
the trigger can be squeezed similar

ritle with the 1. rrmtl ,cu to a stationary target engagement.
sque Mc It, The shooter should establish the

correct lead and then attempt to
maintain that lead as he applies
more and more pressure to the
trigger.

*Note that the four fundamentals of
mnadcsmashq have been modified
only slightly, with steady position

Fundametas fr being replaced by smooth track and
aiming replaced by lead.

TrackngjU

•MovinTaget

Smoot Trac

I Il ams I Il'Lenadl•



Prior to starting the exercise, each
soldier should adjust his position so
he can smoothly track the width of
the screen, from left to right and

Use= the n firi'n"gj from right to left.

* The rfrst five targets will move from
left to right

soWhen each shot isfired, missorhit
dbe displayed on the screen and

m hthe bule location wl be shown with
,,a crooshair.

in Each fundamental is rated POOR,

BELOW AVERAGE. AVERAGE,
GOOD or EXCELLENT. A rating is
provided for shot locations which are

hits.

w Theb dlacksigyt on the dspnayshows

the perfect sight placement whle the
white sight shows the shoxters
a-in track.

____________________* This feedbackst een will be re-
peated until the tigger s prled to
continue.
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If at any time the shooter does not
track (traps instead), this screen is
provided. When this occurs,

n t - " | shooter cycles back to the same
target.

t k When five targets have been

tracked, this screen shows the
location of the five buflets.

To progress, the shooter must have
recaived a GOOD or EXCELLENT

Summary• score for smooth track on at least 3
of 5 targets and must have re-
ceived a score of GOOD or EXCEL-

Excellent Trak ad LENT on lead for at least 3 of 5Lead2 [on] 3] of 5j 7 targets.

ttargetsYourSc
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If the shooter does not obtain at
least 3 of 5 on smooth track and
lead, this screen will be displayed.

Yo id not meIetlI

This screen is provided as a re-
minder of what the requirements are

* * * •to obtain a smooth track and proper
lead.

the same s asq~l't J •Once the standard has been met on
th trge, t targets moving from left to right, the

to k-eep th trailin soldier progresses to the next series
tip,, of ih frot iof five targets.

sg post at • •1When standards have been met on
targeti center! mass.targets moving from right to left, the

shooter advances to Level 2.
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PURPOSE .

* Explanation of trapping.
* How to trap.
- Trapping practice.

SUMMARY DESCRIPTION

• Ten targets presented.
* Five moving from left to right and five moving from right to left.

FEEDBACK

* Words HIT or MISS appear on screen for each shot.
* Cross hair appears on screen to show bullet strke.
* Replay after each shot.
* Shooter will be corrected if Jrjig technique is used to engage targets.

STANDARDS

* Good or excellent trap lead on 3 of 5 targets.
* Refire of targets is required if standard is not met.
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*This level requires the soldier to use
the trapping technique of moving
target engagement.

*A good trap -Rstablishes a steady
position forward of the target and
wafts for the target to got to the right
position to pull the trigger.

3 m, h I

*To trap targets,a iteady position is
estabished in front of the target.
Lead is a matter of timing - the rifle

Fundaental forshould be fired when target center
reaches the near edge of the sight

Movm Taretspost. Breath control is the same as
for other engagements. The trigger

'Stead Pos~ioncannotv be squeezed, but it must be
pulled so the shooter knows precisely
when the rife is going to shoot.
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